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Fr. Milmore Resigns Post

by Peggy Martin

As seniors take their leave, so many of Providence College’s Dominican professors. Along with the departure of Frs. Walsh and DiNoia, it has been announced that Fr. Frederick Milmore, O.P. will resign his post as teacher and Assistant to the President to work towards his Ph.D. in Religious Studies at the University of St. Thomas Aquinas in Rome.

Since coming to PC in 1971, Fr. Milmore has worked on many committees to aid students and their rights. A member of the Student Bill of Rights Committee, he was instrumental in obtaining such a bill and also worked to place a student member on the Corporation. He is also a member of the Committee on Administration and was voted "Outstanding of the Year" in 1971 by the Student Congress for Providence.

Fr. Milmore hopes to pursue his studies in the area of Sacramentology. He will leave for Italy in the fall.

Student Congress Holds Annual Banquet

The Football Club is now collecting beer and soda flip tops. Students have been asked to keep the tops for collection. The collection of 5,000 tops will insure the purchase of something to help the blind.

The Infantry Award was presented by Captain John Mella, 7th Division, MTC, USA, to Cadet Lieutenant Orin Robbins Jr. for "demonstrated exceptional military aptitude, high moral character, academic achievement, outstanding qualities of leadership and aptitudes essential to the development of students aspiring to become commissioned officers in a combat arms branch."

The ceremony concluded with a benediction by Father Nealy, O.P. There were refreshments following the ceremonies and an informal gathering of the Cadets, Officers, and distinguished guests.

CORPORATION ELECTION RESULTS TALLIED: SILVESTRI WINS

Patriot Photo by Poppadopoulos Golembcski

John Sebastian of hairy chest and "Summer in the City", alive and well at Spring Weekend. (Story, pg. 6)

SILVESTRI WINS

Fr. Paul Walsh, O.P., retiring Chaplain, gave the blessing over various campus organizations, gathered in Slavin Center’s ‘64 Hall.

The outstanding award of the Student Congress for the past year was held last Wednesday afternoon in Aquinas Lounge. A lively and spirited meeting ensued with such tasks as election of officers being held and three proposals being adopted.

The first order of new business was the election of new constitutional officers. Fr. Fallon was elected President of the Senate and Mr. McCroie was elected Vice President of the Student Congress, reported that the election ran "smoothly" and well at Spring Weekend. (Story, pg. 6)

The final meeting of the Faculty Senate for this academic year was held last Wednesday afternoon in Aquinas Lounge. A lively and spirited meeting ensued with such tasks as election of officers being held and three proposals being adopted.

The next order of business was an amendment to the current resolution which provides for the President of the Senate to chair the regular meeting of the Senate for September at the conclusion of the fall semester and for May. The reason for this provision is to alleviate the problem of being without a President in September. Under present law, the body cannot meet until new elections can be held. The amendment was unanimously adopted.

A proposal concerning establishment of a fund to provide financial aid for faculty research, scholarly studies and creative work and eight grants have been awarded for 1973-74, Dr. Theodore T. Galkowski, chairman of the Committee of Faculty Research, has announced.

The grants will go to Dr. Patrick D. Conley, History, who is publishing a book entitled "Democracy in Decline: Rhode Island Constitutional Development: 1775-1841"; Dr. Clint D. Anderson, psychology, for research on "Blockade of Lateral Hypothalamic Self-Stimulation by Local Anesthesia in the Basal Forebrain Areas"; Dr. Richard A. McCluskey for the completion of "Regressive Sculpture in Silver"; Dr. J. M. W. Armstrong, English, for preparation of a book manuscript, "The Artistic Unity of Jonathan Swift’s A Tale of a Tub"; Dr. Gerard P. O’Leary, Biology, for research on "The Biochemical Isolation and Identification of an Active Myosin Contractile Protein from the Gliding Bacterium, Vibriscola"; Dr. Mary F. Rogers, Sociology, for research on "Extended Housewives: Female Volunteers in Rhode Island" and Dr. John J. Casella, Sociology, for the completion of data analysis on "A Political Ideology Survey."

In the first year of the program the total of the grants will be slightly in excess of $6,000.
Parking Proposal

The Athletic Board extends congratulations to teams

by Stephen J. d’Olireira

The school has been looking for a parking proposal for the last few meetings. Mrs. Zullo, President of the Student Congress, has been working on the layout of the student parking lot. A major concern is that only a few people will be able to use the lot during the first semester. June is necessary to experience the yearbook office is located in Room 217, from Monday to Friday.

Parking Proposal

The Board Enacts

by Stephen J. d’Olireira

The parking proposal, which was announced at the meeting, was a major concern. The proposal was presented by Mrs. Zullo, President of the Student Congress. She stated that the parking proposal would be ready for the next semester. Mrs. Zullo also stated that the parking regulations would be enforced for four months during the first semester.

Interview with Mrs. Zullo

by Stephen J. d’Olireira

Mrs. Zullo, President of the Student Congress, gave an interview about the parking proposal. She stated that the proposal would be ready for the next semester. She also mentioned that the parking regulations would be enforced for four months during the first semester.

The Athletic Board would like to congratulate the following teams for receiving first place.

The Band

The Band was awarded first place for the first time in its history. The band members were thrilled to receive the award and were looking forward to the future.

Awards Banquet

Awards banquet was held in the Slavin Center. The banquet was attended by the band members, the Student Congress, and the administration. The winners were announced, and awards were given out.

Veritas

Veritas was the winner of the awards banquet. The band members were proud to receive the award and were looking forward to the future.
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ROTC Junior Weekend Preps Cadets For Summer

by George Lennon

The annual ROTC Junior Weekend was held last week at Fort Devens, Mass. It was considered a great success by all those who participated in it. The four-day "outing" was blessed with excellent weather and all the activities planned were accomplished.

The idea of the Junior Weekend was instituted several years ago by the ROTC office for the purpose of preparing the Juniors for summer camp at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. Summer camp is a requirement for all cadets before they can continue with ROTC and is usually attended between the summer of the cadet's Junior and Senior year of college. Thus, Junior Weekend acts as a first exposure for the cadets before summer camp.

The training session began Thursday afternoon with our arrival at Fort Devens. We were immediately hustled into one of the many white and green barracks assigned a bunk, and suddenly found ourselves in the middle of military life. We were no longer allowed to wander the world, and converse with just anybody, but rather placed in a "controlled environment" where conversations ended with "yes sir" and "no sir."

Before any further thoughts could enter into our minds like: "What the hell am I doing here?" — I am going to miss the Dillon Club Boat Ride — I should call your order ahead for free delivery at 10:00 p.m.

In order to simulate an actual battlefield confrontation and the cadet in charge would be expected to remed y the problem, drawing upon his knowledge that he has received from the classroom and the active participation of Cadet Colonel Robert Luciano and his staff, and the Senior ROTC cadets "You can't do everything alone," he reminded us. But also to be exposed to many situations and to see how we would react to the problems as a leader. The most important element of this test is the cadet's ability to keep control of his men at all times.

The first set of LRT's consisted of practical problems. These problems have to do with a given natural situation. One cadet was crossing a river without a bridge. Wounded must be carried over the water. The cadet in charge would be expected to arrive at a solution, but more importantly he would be expected to be the leader and maintain control all times while attempting to solve the problem.

The other type of LRT's were mostly those of a tactical nature. Certain areas were set up to simulate an actual battlefield confrontation and the cadet in charge would be expected to remedy the problem, drawing upon his knowledge that he has received from the classroom and the active participation of Cadet Colonel Robert Luciano and his staff, and the Senior ROTC cadets. Those attending summer camp are now aware of what is expected of them and should perform as one of the outstanding units at Fort Bragg this summer.

The evening ended with an inspection and a class on the M-16 rifle. The inspection was conducted by Cadet Colonel Robert Luciano and members of his staff. Mr. Luciano proceeded to inspect each cadet and then went through their bunk and their property in the military fashion. After going through such an "ordeal" there seemed to develop a sense of unity and a loss of civilian attitudes among the cadets which led to a great success especially due to the active participation of Cadet Colonel Robert Luciano and his staff.

The final phase of the weekend was the Basic Combat Physical Test. The test is another requirement of all cadets before being within the ROTC program. The test consisted of a 60 yard inverted walk, a run, dodge, and jump course. Also moving across the horizontal ladder for a minute, 50 sit-ups in one minute, and the final event — the mile run.

Aside from the blisters, stomachaches, and various "minor" injuries, the weekend itself was a great success especially due to the active participation of Cadet Colonel Robert Luciano and his staff, and the Senior ROTC cadets. Those attending summer camp are now aware of what is expected of them and should perform as one of the outstanding units at Fort Bragg this summer.
Memo from the Editor

A Time of Parting and of Goodbys

Traditionally, as the Editor-in-chief of this newspaper, it is my obligation to announce, in this edition of the Cowl, that it is a bit too much of a time for me and my staff. Not only in the Cowl but throughout the campus, organizations will be losing those seniors who made them possible. I am not saying that we will not find new leaders for our elders for the future and advice. The Juniors are the seniors, the Sophomores are the Juniors, and the Freshmen are the Sophomores. Now is the time to be thankful that they gave of their time and effort to the maintenance of the grounds while others have unselfishly given of their time and themselves because they believed in this paper and in the possibilities of its attitude. A few stalwarts such as Fr. Rubba have contributed much consistently. The furniture in the library has become a library of graffiti. The Baskin's have left the campus. They fought for the maintenance of the grounds while others have unselfishly given of their time and themselves because they believed in this paper and in the possibilities of its attitude. A few stalwarts such as Fr. Rubba have contributed much consistently cleaned. Therefore, to Hank and Jack, I say goodbye, good luck, and God bless you. To you, I bestow the titles, Editors Emeritus. And to you, their fellow seniors — happy summer and a happy life! To the rest, "See ya in September."

Sincerely,
Ann Frank

State Ballet Features Young Dancers

In May. We have come to the close of another year filled with basketball and hockey games, and a concert springing to life just as I was about to abandon all hope the PC Fine Arts Council, with the help of Kevin Larkin, presented the students with the opportunity of attending a performance of the R.I. State Ballet. It was a young company. One member told me the age range is about 16-25. However, the diversity of talent and dancing abilities were typical of a more mature company. Myles, Marsden is proving himself to be an increasingly better choreographer with every performance. One number, entitled "Russian Folk," combined bright costuming with the talents of the dancers, including 63" John Devaney, whose high leaps and Navic appearance added a great deal. Also, there was another number in which the music of the Southern Cross people was added.

Windle chimes and bouquets accompanied the savagery, thrashing contours of "The Seasons." And there was "Herci," Tallshaw's an enciable hit. He displayed his grace and divinity as a performer and adds much polish to the company. She is a versatile dan-

cher, whose efforts that evening included an interpretation of the Sleeping Beauty by Tchaikovsky.

choresographed by her husband.

Myles is speaking to the Marsden. He found out that their philosophy is that they will dance for whoever they want to see them. They were appreciative of the small but enthusiastic audience present in the Arts Hall. The company is slated to perform in Puerto Rico soon, and they voiced hopes that they will return to Providence College in the future.

Let's hope so.

Stairs Cowl Advertising rates are $2.00 per column inch and $40.00, $75.00, $135.00 for quarter, half and full pages respectively. A set and $13500 for quarter, half and full pages respectively. A set

Cowl means Polluted Campus

The general appearance of the campus during the last year has been one of shabbiness. The campus has been littered with papers and bottles, the sidewalks have been torn and torn, and the headlights have not been consistently cleaned.

The sadness is that the physical appearance of a campus is reflective of its attitude. A few stalwarts such as Fr. Rubba have contributed much knowledge of the students in the library, it was still cluttered with peanuts the following day.

This past weekend, the Football Club held a Playoff Night. The state of the Union was the topic of the evening. At some point in the game there were some number of people who had ventured in the lavatory, it was not cleaned until the following Monday morning.

The main desk was never cleaned. Three prospective students and their parents passed by and not a head turned by its appearance. The Football Clubsters later cleaned the Upper Level.

The furniture in the library has become a library of graffiti. The same is true of the Union East. Not to mention also that not only were they being drunk out of their sinks.

The first step is for public relations to have a neat appearance — an appearance that is a smile, not a frown. The Administration must take the first step towards grooming the campus by issuing directives to the Maintenance Department to regular the maintenance of the buildings. Student authorities such as the Student Congress and the Director of Student Affairs should work at educating the student body of this problem.

A lack of action on the part of the Administration and Student Congress in this area can only be self-defeating for our campus image and could result in visitors to the school referring to us as "Quauggamore College." PC is truly beginning to stand for "Polluted Campus."

The President of the 73 Class, Daniel Barry has announced the list of his Class' Commencement Committee. The members are:

- Dan Barry, Bill Pinto, Ray McAffric, Francis Belger, Nelson Chin, Tom Ruohto, Steve Rogers
- Greg Horan, Bob Phillips, Ted Desaulnier, Bernie Brady, Sue Aderhold
- Mary Ricci, Marty O'Neill, Maria Vitelli, Joan Barrett, Peter Fuller
- Lou Zullo, Ernie Mancini, Mary Healy, Kathy Caldwell, Peter Lannon, Sue McCutcheon, Ann Marie Sylvia, Chris Goebler, Katy Gallagher, Beth McHugh, Donna DiFlorio, Helen Sieninkowicz, Stan Kwiatkowski, Barbara Quinn, Gayle Sciarillo, Mike Fox, Rick Scharf, Sue Grealy, and Pete Canagasabey.

"There will be a meeting of this committee on Thursday, May 9 at 2:30 p.m." Barry stated.
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Thanking Chaplin Fr. Joseph DiNoia, O.P. who steps down this semester as the COWL advisor. He will be seeking his Ph.D. in Religious Studies at Yale University, this fall.
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Letters To
The Editor . . .

Dear Editor:

I would like to thank all who contributed to the collection on May 1 for the relief of the hunger victims in Africa. I'd like to thank especially the members and friends of the Western Massachusetts Club who organized the collection.

Sincerely,

Fr. Quigley, O.P.

Dear Editor,

The outgoing officers of Phi Sigma Tau J. Paul Kenny, Thomas Griffin, Paul Sciarra, and Dr. James Kelly, two new Honorary Graduate members of the Society. Phi Sigma Tau also announces the new officers for next year: President, Martin O'Neill; Vice President, Sue Tinsley; Treasurer, Thomas Griffin, William M. Ricci, and Secretary, Gail J Paul Kenny Col. 1

Latimer. We wish them the best of luck.

Sincerely,

Bob Burns

I am writing this letter as a reply to the article in the May 1 issue of the Cowl entitled "Intramural Softball Exposed". We, the members of the Magnus softball team, demand that severe disciplinary action be taken against the author of the article, who was supposedly the "ace" pitcher on the team. His disgusting exposé of intramural softball upset the unity of our team and degraded the sacred sport of softball as a whole.

More specifically, our pitcher, who calls himself Namen Lenseuq (which is Swahilian for "What do you mean, ball four?") made slanderous mention of the drinking habits of our team. From his performance on the mound, it seems that the only way our team could get bombed is from his pitching to opposing batters. In addition, his scathing remarks about the team's poor fielding and security car.

Behavior Research Institute, Inc.

behavior research institute, inc.

(a non-profit corporation devoted to the development of behavior technology)

823 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Rhode Island 02909 (401) 274-6360

BEHAVIORAL LIFESTYLE

SERVICES

(Inspired by B.F. Skinner's Walden Two)

Behavior Research Institute, a non-profit school in Providence, Rhode Island that provides behavior modification treatment and education to emotionally disturbed and delinquent children, is developing a Behavioral Lifestyle Services project for the members of its staff, and has several openings. The goal of this project is to apply behavior modification in a comprehensive and preventive fashion, in order to improve the measured quality of life not only of the child being educated, but also of the staff members.

Participants work at the Institute in a variety of roles, and participate in the Behavioral Lifestyle project in their working and spare time. Openings exist for treatment worker, administrator, special education teacher, (certified in E.D.), public relations specialist, handyman, maintenance person, social worker, secretary, film-maker and A.V. Specialist. Big-Brother "Paster Parent" is live with and provide a warm home for from one to two children who attend the B.L.S. school.

Training is provided. Compensation is $100-week. For information contact Ms. F. Cooke, B.R.L., 823 Atwells Avenue, Providence, Rhode Island 02909. Telephone (401) 274-6360.

PC's "Black and White" — dented, now rusting... definitely neglected.

Security Car

Was It A Trick Or Treat?

by Michael Pezzillo

Last fall, on or about Halloween, one of the best trick or treats I have ever witnessed was performed on this campus. The treat was a new security car for the administration. The trick was how the Campus Council managed to use student activity and tuition money to purchase it.

The Campus Council which consists of various student organizations of the College was the group which bought the car. It seemed strange to me that I had never previously heard of this council, but I just blamed myself. However, since the car was bought, I have never again remembered reading about, or hearing of, this organization. Did this group of "leaders" really have the authority to buy the car? I do not know, but the students are the ones who elect the people who run the organizations which in turn make up the Council. What irritates me is the fact that this indirectly-appointed Council took it upon itself to buy the car with student money without allowing the students themselves to vote on the matter. This is unusual because one of the members of the Council, the Student Congress, takes pride in its employment of parliamentary procedure.

The Cowl and WDOM, who are both supported through tuition money, as members of the Council were asked to donate. Robert Foley, the former General Manager of WDOM, decided that the car was not the responsibility of the station and refused to contribute. However, Denis Kelly, former Editor of the Cowl, who later ran for the Senior Student Seat on the Corporation, felt that the Cowl should donate $900.00 for the vehicle. In doing so, the Cowl (Con't. P. 3, Col. 1)

PC Coeds Beware:

George Roams Campus

The following is a true-to-life testimony of a traumatic experience given by a PC coed who at this time chooses to remain anonymous, but who wishes to relate her story so that others may be forewarned.

"One week ago, I attended a late night party at an apartment just off the PC campus, easily within walking distance, or so I thought. Due to a characteristic lack of foresight, I had to walk to the party unescorted. Upon leaving several hours later, I met up with an absolute beast named George. Something or other, who pawed me all the way back to the campus. I honestly cannot understand such animal-like behavior. All he wanted to do was stop and pet. Right in front of McVinney Hall, he practically knocked me down to do God knows what. I had to give him a little kiss good-night, and I thought, 'Where is security when you need them?' I thought I was rid of him at last, only to be awakened in the wee hours of the morning to discover that the same impetuous male had found his way to my dorm room with the help of some friends. I was just about to scream when George gave the friendliest little bark and wagged his fluffy black and white tail, upon recognizing me. George and I made our apologies, but it was a night I shall never forget."

Refrigerator Rentals

Due Back

by May 14th.

Dear Student:

On May 14th, your refrigerator is due back at the Bookstore. Between the hours of 1:00 and 4:00 p.m. at the Wooden Navel (behind Raymond) the refrigerators will be accepted. They are to be clean and in good condition.

Any refrigerators received after May 14th you will forfeit the $15 deposit.

Remember, May 14th, between 1-4 p.m., at the Wooden Navel.

P.C. BOOKSTORE
Real Live John Sebastian highlighted Spring Weekend Friday night at Alumni Hall. People of all conditions enjoyed what was actually P.C.'s first concert of the school year. Sebastian didn't really make up for that but he was worth waiting for. Relying on a mixture of old and semi-old songs, with one new tune thrown in near the beginning, the crowd was electrified from the moment John and his band hit the stage. Called back for two encores, the half-capacity crowd may have tried for three had the houslights not gone up after the second. The entire show went off with few problems and proved well worth while for all involved.

The night opened shortly after 8 p.m. with Howdy Moon, an acoustic trio. Although their vocals were impressive from the first row, the crowd seemed to be most interested in the first fifteen seconds of the show when one of the group's guitarists tripped up the stairs to the stage. They played most of the material from their recently released first album. This proved to be a mixture of light folk and pop with emphasis on finely done background vocals. They seemed moderately entertaining to some while giving everyone else a chance to get restless. Howdy Moon seemed a bit insecure on stage but then the crowd wasn't too secure with Howdy Moon either. Hopefully they'll be able to stay together long enough to develop because they do have talent.

When John appeared, the mood abruptly changed. I don't know how he keeps that ridiculous looking smile on his face but it was there all night. Switching between three guitars, Sebastian's playing was all class. His bassist was really, really well he was really something but I can't describe what it is. His distinctive stage personality complemented Sebastian's, and together they were really weird. Just about all of the oldies were played (why didn't they play "Younger Generation") and nearly every song got a big reaction. "Nashville Cats" was a delight and nearly irresistible to sing. "Lashes Larue," not quite as well-known as some of the others, was perhaps the best and Sebastian was funnier as well. At various times during the concert I wasn't quite sure whether to listen or break up with laughter. Sebastian played off the crowd, the other members of the band, varous consenting females and the head of Henry Golembeski and seemed to be having a great time.

The rest of the band remained expressionless except that once the bassist tried to kick an invisible object that was five feet above the ground and then tried to throw his bass at it. As Sebastian said during the encore, "It's been a really weird night."

John came back with his solos after the last few songs. "Do You Believe In Magic and "Summer in the City" brought everybody up. "Turling Be Home Soon" was the last song of course: the lights went up immediately and the band was gone. the stage crew went to work and the show was over.

Tom Banish and everyone else connected with the production end did a fine job at a concert which deserved more attention than it got. Hopefully a show as good as this one will put future efforts here on a firmer footing.

---

ONCE A KNIGHT, AFTER FOUR, NOT SO FRUITFUL YEARS AS A FRESHMAN AT THE UNIVERSITAS MEDIEVALUS A&M, WAS ADVISED THAT HE MUST FIND A MAJOR COURSE OF STUDY, OR IN THE PARLANCE OF THE TIME-SPLIT.

BUT, LO, HE DID PROVE TO HAVE AN ENGAGING WAY WITH MUSICCE.

IN FACT, SO ENGAGING WAS HIS SONG THAT HE DID WIN THE EARR OF A CLEANING LADY, WHO DID POULR CUT HER PRAISE.

WHICH DID, INADVERTENTLY, CONTAIN AN ADMISSION SLIP TO THE DEPARTMENT OF MUSICCE... WHERE THE KNIGHT DID AT LAST, FIND HIS RIGUFTUL NICE.

PROVING ONCE AGAIN: FOR EVERY DRUMMER, THERE MUST BE A DRUMMER.
Security Car

(Con't.)

Rosaire, Administration a Buyer-Protection

image than the car’s usefulness, not that they choose the high per-
formance vehicle to cruise the 88-acre campus. Possibly, a VW Bus
would have been more efficient. But it seems that a member of
the Council has a relative at Paul Bailey Motors where the car
was purchased and was able to wheel a “good” deal. One of my rela-
tives who owns an auto body shop in Providence has told me that
the best deal on a used police car is not to buy one. Many of the cars of-
fered for sale need many repairs. I hope that the Council received the
cream of a not-so-good crop.

Overall, the car has served as a great boost to security, but the
Campus Council acted wrongly by not allowing the student body to
vote on such a large monetary appropriation. William C. Farrell
in a Cowl article referred to the purchase as a $1,300.00 folly and
stated that the students should not have to materially show their
respect for the Administration. Mr. Farrell did not realize it at that
point, but if all the security changes imply that the
Administration agrees with the

students and appreciates the car, the student leaders must be more
respected — respect that was not bought, not earned. Last year’s
Council realized that student leaders were constantly being ignored by the Administration, especially in the area of parietals.

The Council was anxious to become friends. What will we buy next
year?

The Circus Comes To Town

by Norman Quesnel

When I was a boy, as Jim

Hausman might say, I went to see the
circus. Well despite what my

draft board says, I’m still a boy

and last Thursday I went to see the

Emmett Kelly Jr. Circus at PC’s big
top, Alumni Hall. And it doesn’t

seem possible that anybody, young

or old, could have seen the show

without feeling some tinge of the

thrills and chere that traditionally

accompany this old form of en-
tertainment. Looking at the gym

floor before showtime it was only

natural to be skeptical about the

show’s authenticity, but this was a

fear quickly dissipated with the

announcement of the first act by

the dashing ringmaster.

Fittingly enough the first act was

Pamela’s dogs, a full stop down

from the usual trained seals of the

really big shows, but nevertheless
talented, humorous performance

by a cross-section of man’s best

friend. Judy and Thoto were cute little
hairy champs. For a while Judy

wore a sneer in the ring, but she
couldn’t have expected Daktari to

run forever, could she? Gentle

Ben, the brawny bruin also late of

the dashing ringmaster.
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TO: Student Body  
FROM: Dennis Hughes

As stated in the previous letter, the costs of books are increasing. How can we lower the overall cost of textbooks?

First of all the Bookstore cannot offer discounts on textbooks. The margin from the publisher to the Bookstore averages about 20%. All costs for handling and marketing are incurred by the store. Simply stated new textbooks are a losing proposition. You must remember that your Bookstore doesn't select the text or determine the price.

Therefore there are five alternatives to lowering textbook cost:

1. No Books
2. Single Adoptions
3. Cost considerations when adopting texts
4. Sharing and trading books
5. Used books

1. No books — in most cases undesirable by the student and/or Professor.
2 & 3 Single Adoptions — and cost consideration in adoptions — in almost all cases the instructor is selecting the text or texts that he or she believes will make the course and material more meaningful to the student.

4. Sharing and trading books — this would be the best way to lower costs. In reality it is very difficult to accomplish especially prior to examinations.

5. The only real way a student can lower his textbook cost and still ideally have his own copy is used books.

The only true main source of used books are the students on campus. The Bookstore will buy back books at 50% of their list price if they are adopted for the next semester. We don't buy back all paperbacks because experience shows that students would rather buy a new copy. This of course is not so of the more experience paper-bound books. The average life of a textbook is three years.

The student congress attempted last year to offer to the students an opportunity to sell their books to each other. This would be the best way for a student to lower his total textbook costs. He should be getting more money from another student than he would from the Bookstore. The difficulty is in making a connection for the sale of your book. As a result you are left holding a textbook you don't need or want.

A detailed explanation of a used book program is available at both the Bookstore and the Gift Shoppe.
The Saga of a Team

by Gary Tharber

The master of that fine array was Marcoccio by name. He comprised the outfielding bunch. While D.J.'s Whinder and Hardy provide much batting punch, reserves include Mesofetis and Devoy. Pacheco, Gallahger and Rose. All are ready and willing to play. If you know them, you don't suppose.*

The mound corps is strong and capable. The mound corps is strong and capable. When things get a bit muddy, others than above include McGuegh, O'Connell, Joy and Caddy. Plagued with all kinds of weather, the team could play only six. Ending with just a three and three mark, the club was in a fix. Up north against the Huskies from UConn, a sad loss, 7-4 by score. But fear not the players could say for we may still play 19 more.

Once again came the rain and snow that no one could survive. A split with UNH, a win over Stonetoll and the Friars were five and five.

On to Boston College went the team with the Eagles as the foe. Gaining just an unlucky split added to the Friar woes. Now at an even six and six, playoff hopes are fading fast. But the P.C. club of '74 will battle till the last.

Versus Assumption, at an even six and six, the Friars played with a thirst.降价 was a new game was not the case as P.C. scored five in the first.

Springfield was an easy win, and also Holy Cross, who could score no runs.

The two games had hits aplenty with Marcoccio and Barrette the big guns. Traveling to Worcester to play in the winds that produced a mighty gust. An offensive barrage of 17 runs and Assumption again bit the dust.

Against archrival Brown, the Friars showed no pity. Two wins in the doubleheader and P.C. was champs of the city. Thus ends the saga of the team we all love. But unless you attend a game, the stands will be quiet as a dove.

Circus Con't.
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The Friars kept their hitting touch on a twofold achievement. Brown University and Mike O’Connell turned in a spectacular relief performance adding up to a double win for P.C. A large crowd was on hand for the doubleheader, and the Friars took the first game 5-3 and came back to blast the Bears 14-2 in the second contest.

P.C. showed they meant business in the opener by pounding from a 2-0 deficit with four runs in their half of the first inning. With one out Steve Alleitia singled, advanced to second and scored the first run of the game off Ted Barrette’s hit to left. Ken Sheehan’s hit moved the runner around to third and in turn drove in the winning run scored by Barrette with a double. A clutch two-bagger by Joe Marcocci accounted for the third run. Mike O’Connell then put the team ahead 4-2. John Schiavone singled and Marcocci in the third for a 5-2 lead and that was all pitcher Phil Welch needed. Welch, in his game, has the complete game and his fourth win without a loss. He scattered ten hits, striking out nine, walking none and permitting eight hits. Completely recovered from an arm injury and throwing better than ever, the right-hander gave the victory his fourth in the score, but had to move the five runs stand up for the victory. Sophomore O’Connell, appearing in only his second game, entered the game in the second inning for starter Dave Meyer with Brown leading 2-0 and threatening. Mike completely shut the door the rest of the way, permitting three more runs, one in the third, five in the fourth, three in the fifth, and to make sure, four in the sixth. In turn hit a home run off the_basB gun for the Friars, hitting his fourth of the season. Welch’s two runs, double, triple and home run.

Steve Alleitia was on slalom at the start of the third for a two-run single, giving him six hits for the series. Welch’s strikeout total twice. Ted Barrette continued his torrid hitting, clinching the victory with a hit to center. His average is now .382 in deciding the five-run fourth. Joe Marcocci, in turn, chipped in with two hits and醌ce Vieira collected two RBIs.

In Hanover for a Sunday twin bill against Dartmouth, Mike Marcocci was idle to settle for a split. As has happened before this year, substandard fielding and unimpressive walks proved costly as the Friars lost the first game 6-5. After losing a close 9-7 decision in the opener for an 8-6 win behind the third hit pitching of Phil Welch, Chris O’Griffin’s 12 strikeouts attest to the fact that he has recovered his old form.

Winning pitcher Rich McGeough, Don Joy and Bill Griffith thoroughly enjoyed the slugging of their teammates as they checked Assumption on six hits on a definite bitters day.

There is nothing in the world like the Penn Relays. Just the sheer size and organization of the meet is amazing. The track and field crowds into Franklin Field at the University of Pennsylvania are something to see. In participation the teams from all over the country, which race for the Penn Relays, are truly interesting. But the thing which makes the Penn Relays such a marquee event is the atmosphere. It’s exciting, it’s carnival. Many have described the Meet as a three-ring circus. The 8th edition of the Penn Relays ran last Friday-Saturday proved to be by far the biggest and best ever held. Over 6,000 spectators saw the 26 events of the 1974 Relays, making the event official the largest egg and spoon competition of all time. Tens of thousands, including the Pennsylvania State University fans who surged behind the惰l four relays to watch the events lived up to their excitement. Many record falls fell in the tough conditions of the weather. One of the records set was the personal school mark for two mile relay. The Penn Relays jumped in the relay by the Providence College Friars. The Friars were led by Jim Malachowski, Dennis Swart and Mick O’Shea. He didn’t pull it out for Providence as he left the lack behind with a 4:12.12 mile clocking. It was a great effort and a great meet to do it in. Coach Amato was pleased: "We did what we wanted to do. Everyone ran well. I have no complaints. Next year we go after Villanova." On the second day of competition, Providence had entered a two-mile relay team. Savie, O’Shea and Swart held over to run in this race with Pat Rafferty. The Friars were apparently tired from the previous day’s effort and fell of the pace to finish 4th in their heat in 7:45.8. The foursome did not really run hard but seemed to lack sharpness and a competitive edge. In any case, it was a tremendous two days of Track, as Frank Field and the five Friars who competed seemed convinced that there is nothing in the world like the Penn Relays.

Next week Providence will compete in their conference meet at M.I.T. in Boston. It’s apparent that the middle distance runners are primed and ready but it may be the Friar distance team which will make the difference for P.C. Six-milers Tom Smith, Chris Murphy and Chick Kassouf have been working very hard lately. Murphy recently blasted a personal best of 14:35 in the three-mile and seems to be ready to move up to the 5 mile. Tom Smith has always been ready but Chick Kassouf may need a little time as he is coming off injury. Three-milers Brian Farley and Mike Griffin are looking peak in a few weeks. Griff has been trying to get in needed speed work of late. Steadily improving, Mike Koster seems just ready to make his move. Mick could go in either the 5 or 3 mile.

Here are the Friar school records. A few more may fall before the end of the year.

100 yard dash, 9.9, Steve Jieren, 1964 and Gary Waugh ’62. 220 yard dash, 22.6, Gary Waugh ’73.


